
In t r o d u c t io n

This essay deals with the establishment of European networks and knowl 
edge exchanges for the promotion of women in sport, and later women’s 
leadership in sport, still sporadic from the 1960s to 1980s, but laying the 
foundation for more permanent structures to exist for these purposes in the 
1990s. lit general, the second half of the twentieth century saw a drastic 
increase in the participation rates of women and girls in sport and physical 
culture more broadly in Europe. In many European countries special pro 
grammes and campaigns were organized or legislative measures undertaken 
in order to foster the inclusion of the female part of the population into 
the sport system. However, patriarchal views on the inappropriateness of 
the female physical or psychological constitution for certain sport based on
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the assumption o f a fundamental difference between the sexes remained. 
Even in those discussions that argued in favour of higher female participa 
tion in sport activities and leadership positions, as we still see, arguments 
o f ‘specific female’ needs or shortcomings were often to be found.

As was recently underlined by Jordan K Matthews, we still do not know 
much about the way ‘contemporary concerns for women in sport have 
come to be located as central to sport policy and sport rhetoric’ in the sec 
ond halfof the twentieth century. Furthermore, we are lacking a profound 
‘understanding of the role of women activists in these processes’ and the 
policy networks they created and used.1 Although the history o f sport in 
Europe has already been portrayed under the lens of gender, the formu 
lation of policies for the development of women’s sport from the 1960s 
onwards has not been researched yet, neither in a comparative nor in a 
transnational perspective.3

The following chapter is a first and modest attempt in this direc 
tion. Based on official documents, conference proceedings and minutes, it 
chronologically focuses on the debates and initiatives to advance the pres 
ence of women in sport—both in active sport and in sport administration 
that evolved within the sport related bodies of the Council of Europe and 
the European Sport Conference from the 1960s to the 1990s. The Conn 
cil of Europe became involved in the field of sport policy front the early 
1960s onwards. Its main activity consisted in organizing workshops and 
conferences on special subjects, gathering experts and sport officials of the 
member countries, and formulating principles and guidelines in the form of 
conventions or charters. The most important policy field for its action was 
the inclusion of population groups that were underrepresented in sport and 
physical culture, for example women, elderly persons, persons with disabil 
ities, migrants and so on.4 Whereas the Council of Europe’s sport bodies

* Jordan K. Matthews. “Tensions and Future Directions tor the Women and Sport Mo' e 
ment,” in I ouise Mansfield, Jayne Caudwell, Belinda Wheaton, and Beccy Watson (eds.), I hi 
Pal/frave Handbook o f Feminism anil Sport, Leisure and Physical Education (London: l’algrax i 
Macmillan, 2018), 181.

~For example James A. Mangan, Sport in Europe. Politics, Class, Cruder (I.ondon: Gass, 
1999); Gioglia Gori and James A. Mangan (eds ), Sport and the Emancipation of European 
Women. The Struj\ale for Self- fulfilment (London and New York: Routledge, 2014).

,׳ In fact, most o f the history o f sport in Europe, or European sport history, lacks a transit.» 
tional perspective. Rather, is constitutes an assemblage o f national histories.

4Other main areas o f activity and exchange were doping and the problem o f violence in 
sport. See: Jacques Marchand, Sport for A ll in Europe (London: HMSO, 1990).



consisted only of Western European countries, the European Sport Confer- 
ence surpassed the division line of the Iron Curtain. It emerged in the early 
1970s as a platform of communication between non-governmental and 
governmental top sport officials, organized in the form of regular biennial 
conferences and special working groups.5 While the concrete campaigns 
and programmes in the domain of fostering women’s sport participation 
were for the most part conducted on the national level, the focus on these 
supranational European organizations shows the transnational character of 
the promotion of women’s sport to be an important dimension for the 
establishment of networks and common frameworks in this period.

F r o m  t h e  Ea r l y  1960s t o  t h e  Ea r l y  1980s: Ra i s i n g  
A w a r e n e s s  W i t h i n  t h e  C o u n c i l  o f  Eu r o p e ’s  Spo r t

Bo d i e s

The very first time the subject of women’s sport was brought up within the 
Council of Europe in 1963, shortly after the creation of the Committee 
for out-of school education that was responsible for sport matters, it was 
in a reactionary and quite macho fashion. The French delegation submit- 
ted a memorandum on the ‘problems’ of women’s sport that it wanted 
to have discussed by the member countries.6 Acting on the assumption 
that women’s sport had considerably developed in the previous decades, it 
complained about the fact that it had too often been viewed in relation to 
men’s sport and not in its own right. While this observation alone could 
as well have led further to a feminist perspective, the memorandum then 
takes another turn, stating that physiological and psychological differences 
as well as differences concerning the role in the family and social relations 
in general necessitated different training and competition models between 
men and women. For example, there were ‘phases in the life of a worn 
an’ (adolescence, menstruation, maternity), that certain forms of physical

5Stefan Scholl, “Cooperation and Conflict: The Case of the European Sports Conference 
in the 1970s and 1980s,” in Gregory Quin, Nicolas Sbetti, and Philippe Vonnard (ed$.)> 
Beyond Boycotts: National, Continental and Transcontinental Sporting Relations During Cold 
War (Berlin: De Gruyter, 2017).

6Comite de l’education extra scolaire, “Memorandum de la Delegation fran^aisc ‘Sport 
feminin’, Strasbourg, 18 February 1963 [CCC/EES (63) 15|.ײ A large part of the Council 
of Europe documents are written in French. The translation in English was done by myself. 
Unfortunately, it could not be clarified who participated in the French delegation at this time.



exercise could ‘facilitate’, whereas others could do much harm.7 Quite evi 
dently, this line of argument could draw on a long tradition of gendered 
stereotypes in sport and physical education that conceived physical activity 
almost entirely in relation to how it promoted (or allegedly could harm) 
motherhood.8 Another ‘problem’ was detected in the aesthetics of worn 
en’s sport, or rather the alleged lack of it. Activities such as bicycle racing 
or throwing competitions would discredit women's sport and should not 
be organized in public.9 The memorandum even suggested a public cam 
paign against ‘non-aesthetic’ or ‘deforming’ activities.10 Furthermore, it 
proposed studies of the intellectual and professional qualities of women 
athletes for their kind of training and of the appropriateness of the worn 
en’s sport disciplines at the Olympic Games which, it was argued, did not 
always correspond to the disciplines recommended to women.11 The head 
office of the Committee for out of school education invited the delegates 
to take the study of the ‘problems’ of women’s sport into account and 
envisaged a special conference on this topic to be held in the following 
year.

Clearly, it has to be admitted that in many member countries o f the 
Council of Europe the debate about women’s sport had already progressed 
much further than this document suggests. However, the document shows 
in what kind of discourse— permeated by traditional assumptions about 
psycho-biological differences, aesthetic and medical ascriptions, and pater 
nalistic policies—endeavours to promote women’s sport and the women's 
access to powerful positions in sport had to engage.

7Comitc de !’education extra-scolaire, “Memorandum de la Delegation franyaise 'Sport 
feminin’, Strasbourg, 18 February 1963 [CCC/EF.S (63) 15).”, 1.

11See tile classical Patricia Vertinsky, The Eternally Won tided Woman. Women, Doctors, and 
Exercise in the Late Nineteenth Century (Urbana: lllini Books Edition, 1994); Martha Ver 
brugge, Able-Bodied Womanhood. Personal Health and Social Change in Nineteenth-Century 
Boston (New York and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1988); Helen Lensky), Out o f Bonds. 
Women, Sport and Sexuality (Toronto: Women’s Press, 1986).

9Comite de l’education extra-scolaire, “Memorandum de la Delegation franyaise ‘Sport 
feminin’, Strasbourg, 18 February 1963 [CCC/EES (63) 15]”, 2.

״1 Comite de !’education extra-scolaire, “Memorandum de la Delegation franyaise ‘Sport 
feminin’, Strasbourg, 18 February 1963 [CCC/EES (63) 15]”, 2.

11Comite de l’education extra-scolaire, “Memorandum de la Delegation franyaise ‘Sport 
feminin’, Strasbourg, 18 February 1963 [CCC/EES (63) 15]”, 2.



Eventually, the initiative as well as the memorandum came to nothing. 
For the next three years, the sport section of the Committee for out-of- 
school education focused on other topics, such as doping, the formation 
of trainers and the establishment of a European Athletics Diploma. It was 
only in the fall of 1966 that the promotion of women’s sport re-entered 
the agenda of the Council of Europe’s sport body. This time, the Swedish 
government offered to organize a conference on ‘Sport and Women’ in 
Stockholm in October 1967.12 It is highly probable that the initiative for 
this conference goes back to Inga Eöwdin, official of the Swedish sport 
federation (Sverikes Riksidrottsforbund) and a key figure of the promotion 
of gender equality in sport in Sweden. Together with Bo Bengtson, Paul 
Högberg and Wolf Lyberg, she formed the Swedish organizing committee 
for this conference. The Committee for out-of-school education agreed on 
the proposal and asked the organizers to ground their agenda on the newly 
concluded ‘sport for all’ paradigm of the Council of Europe.

Right from the start, the Swedish organizing committee, and mainly 
Inga Löwdin, sought to include other women sport officials in the prepa- 
ration of the workshop. In November 1966, a study group under the chair- 
manship of Löwdin met in Strasbourg, including Domnitsa Cavounides 
from Greece, Mary Duggan from the United Kingdom and Yvonne Surrel 
from France.13 On the basis of their deliberations, information was dis- 
tributed to the member countries in March 1967. The main aim, it was 
announced, was, as a first step, to study together the sociological facts 
leading to the participation or non participation of women in sport, and as 
a second step, to outline methods and principles to encourage woman to

' 2Comitc de l’education extrascolaire, “Groupc d’etude charge de preparer le stage organise 
par le Gouvernement suedois en 1967, Strasbourg, 6 October 1966 [EES (66) Stage XXXIX, 
11”; Comite de !’education extrascolaire, “Programme preliminaire du stage a organiser en 
Suede en 1967, Strasbourg, 17 October 1966 [EES (66) Stage XXXIX, 2].”

'^Committee for out of school education, “Sport for Women. Course organized by the 
Swedish Government, Stockholm, October 1967. Detailed program and general informa 
tion for participants, Strasbourg, 20 July 1967 [EES (67) Stage 39, 6],” 5. On Domnitsa 
Cavounides and Mary Duggan, no further information could be found. On Yvonne Surrel, 
professor of physical education in the Ecole Normale Supericure in France, see Jacqueline 
Marsenach, “Yvonne Surrel. Une pensee toujours d’actualite,” Revue EP&S 305 (January 
2003): 71-72.



practise sport, especially the age group between 17 and 25.14 Around 20 
member countries were asked to send 2-3 female delegates to the confer 
ence. However, as was formulated, there was no objection if some delega 
tions included a man that was particularly qualified in the subject matter.15 
While accommodation and catering was to be provided by the Swedish 
government, the countries had to pay the travel fares for their delegations. 
Only in the case of Cyprus, Greece, Iceland, Malta, Spain and Turkey the 
Council of Europe would assume the expenses.16

In view of attendance, the conference held front 9 to 14 October 1967 
can be considered a success. Nearly 40 delegates, mostly female, from all 20 
member countries plus Finland, travelled to Stockholm. They were mostly 
high school teachers, sport scientists and /o r women working in sport fed 
erations or state departments. The conference, as it can be deduced from 
the official report, started from a sociocultural premise: Family, school and 
milieu socialization were expected to have a major influence on female sport 
participation. Secondly, and with a certain gender bias, it was underlined 
that sport facilities had to be as clean and proper as possible in order not 
to disgust women.17 While mixed sport activities could be useful in some 
cases, no general principle could be established, the report stated.

As planned by the preparatory group, the main focus was to single out 
factors that determined female sport participation. Studying the positive 
factors that, according to the conclusions of the conference, drove women 
to participate, it is striking that these echoed well anchored stereotypes of 
different male and female motivations in doing sport.18 Hedonism, joy to

14Comite de !’education extrascolaire, “Sport pour les femmes. Stage organise par le Gou 
vernement suedois, octobre 1967. Document d’infbrmation ä l’attention des gouvernements 
membres, Strasbourg, 10 March 1967 | EES (67) Stage XXXIX, 5],” 1.

15Comite de l’education extrascolaire, “Sport pour les femmes. Stage organise par le Gou 
vernement suedois, octobre 1967. Document d’information ä !,attention des gouvernements 
membres, Strasbourg, 10 March 1967 [EES (67) Stage XXXIX, 51,” 2.

16Comite de !’education extrascolaire, “Sport pour les femmes. Stage organise par le Gou- 
vernement suedois, octobre 1967. Document d’information a !’attention des gouvernements 
membres, Strasbourg, 10 March 1967 [EES (67) Stage XXXIX, 5],” 3.

17Comite de l’education extrascolaire, “Sport feminin. Stage organise par le gouvernement 
suedois, Stockholm, 9-14 octobre 1967. Projet de rapport, Strasbourg, 18 October 1967 
[EES (67) Stage 39,8],” 2.

18Unfortunately, the conference report does not allow to analyse to what degree these 
points were controversial during the discussions. For example, the title of one presentation



move, making social contacts, physical well-being, self-affirmation, aesthet- 
ical reasons were listed. Performance orientation or the will to compete, in 
contrast, were apparently not held to be among female motivations. Even 
more, they were put on the negative side of factors that kept women away 
from physical exercise, together with more practical barriers such as lack- 
ing facilities and trainers, fewer opening hours or the burden of balancing 
household, family life and work.19

The basic assumption of a gender-specific motivation came also to the 
surface when the concrete mode of organization was described. The empha 
sis was again put on joy. ‘Techniques of relaxation, gymnastics and dance, 
and, at last, every sport which, in non-competitive form, can be practised 
until old-age’ were recommended to receive an important place in sport 
programmes for women. Also, female physical activities should be linked to 
opportunities for artistic expression, for example music, dance or theatre. 
Finally, although the majority of women rejected competition in sport as 
a goal in itself, there could be organized ‘meetings [rencontres] or even 
competitions adapted to the taste and possibilities of women.’20

The main key to activate women to engage in sport activities, however, 
was seen in campaigning and promotion in order to ‘convince women that 
they had an interest in practicing at least a minimum of physical activity.’21 
This again was perfectly in line with the overall sport for all paradigm emerg- 
ing at that time within the Council of Europe sport bodies and different 
European countries. It consisted in information, instruction and incitement

to the conference was rather cautious in presupposing a gender difference: 'Aspects psy- 
chologiques de la difference d’in.teret pour le sport -  si cette difference existe -  entre homines 
et femmes’, M. Torbjörn Stockfeit, see Comite de !’education extrascolaire, “Sport feminin. 
Stage organise par le gouvernement suedois, Stockholm, 9-14 octobre 1967. Projet de rap- 
port, Strasbourg, 18 October 1967 [EES (67) Stage 39,8],” 11.

*9Comite de l’education extrascolaire, “Sport feminin. Stage organise par le gouvernement 
suedois, Stockholm, 9-14 octobre 1967. Projet de rapport, Strasbourg, 18 October 1967 
[EES (67) Stage 39,8],” 3-4. The same conclusions can be found in other contemporary 
surveys at the time, for example the West German Frau und Sport. Umfrage über die Rolle 
der Leibesübungen in den Lebensgewohnheiten der Bevölkerung (Allensbach, 1966).

20Comite de l’education extrascolaire, “Sport feminin. Stage organist par le gouvernement 
suedois, Stockholm, 9-14 octobre 1967. Projet de rapport, Strasbourg, 18 October 1967 
[EES (67) Stage 39,8],” 6. Other aspects of organization comprised the provision of child 
care or special courses for mothers.

21Comite de !’education extrascolaire, “Sport feminin. Stage organise par le gouvernement 
suedois, Stockholm, 9-14 octobre 1967. Projet de rapport, Strasbourg, 18 October 1967 
[EES (67) Stage 39,8],” 7.



as the main mechanisms of a biopolitical governmentality (Michel Foil 
cault) that tended to lead people to govern their own individual behaviour, 
including their physical activity.22

In the eyes of Annemarie Seybold, sport scientist from West Germany, 
who wrote a conference report in the journal Die Leibeserzichutitj, the con 
ference had brought nothing new. However, she conceded, regarding the 
differences in women’s sport from Sweden to Spain and Turkey, und in 
view of the need for European cooperation and international contacts, the 
work had to be welcomed.23

For the near future, a wide range o f possible activities to study further 
the prerequisites o f women’s sport promotion on a (Western) European 
level was envisaged by the attendants o f the conference: A follow up work 
shop should deal with the empirical and preferable composition of women’s 
sport groups. Another one should be centred on the question of how to 
bring more women in leadership positions. Also, a survey should be con 
ducted, analysing the facility, staff and equipment needs in women’s sport. 
Concerning concrete campaigning, the report suggested regularly trans 
initted women’s sport shows on Eurovision, the publication of a ’keep fit' 
brochure for women, and the creation of ‘sporting mother’ and ‘family’ 
diploma.24

However, immediately following the conference only the idea of a work 
shop on the composition and working o f women’s sport groups could be 
realized. Arguably, this can be explained by the fact that the organi/.a 
tion of expert workshops conformed the most to the form of activities the 
Council of Europe usually supported. In November 1968, a preparatory 
group composed of the already introduced Inga Löwdin, Yvonne Surrel 
and Mary Duggan met in Strasbourg with Colette Flesch and Arthur Steil 
from Luxembourg which had offered to host the workshop, and a certain

22Stefan Scholl, “Europäische Biopolitik? Das Sport fur alle Paradigma des Europarats in 
den 1960er und 1970er Jahren,” in Stefan Scholl (ed.), Körperführung. Historische Perspek 
tiven a u f das Verhältnis von Biopolitik und Sport (Frankfurt am Main and New York: Campus, 
2018). '

23Seybold, Annemarie. “Frauensport Seminar im Auftrag des Europa Rates vom 9. 14
Oktober 1967 in Stockholm,” Die Leibeserziehung 17, no. 2 (1968): 56 58.

24Cotnite de !’education extrascolaire, “Sport feminin. Stage organise par le gouvernement 
suedois, Stockholm, 9-14 octobre 1967. Projet de rapport, Strasbourg, 18 October 1967 
| EES (67) Stage 39,81,” 8-9.



Charles Henry de Latour Dejean.2” The workshop, it was agreed upon, 
should debate appropriate methods to launch women’s sport groups in 
urban areas. Following the advice of Latour Dejean, before talking about 
appropriate methods, empirical information about the characteristics of the 
groups addressed and the ‘typically feminine activities’ that were practised 
should be gathered. In order to do so, questionnaires should be sent to 
Great Britain, Sweden and the Federal Republic of Germany.26 Once again, 
the participants of the workshop should preferably be women experts for 
questions related to sport for all.

The preparatory group met again for the second time in Strasbourg in 
March 1969. In the meantime, Latour Dejean had evaluated the question 
naires from Great Britain and Sweden.27 According to the analysis that he 
presented to the group, there existed national differences regarding the 
type of activities practised (Great Britain: sport, Sweden: gymnastics), the 
underlying motivation (Great Britain: fun, Sweden: physical and mental 
development) and the methods used (Great Britain: games, team sports, 
Sweden: individual exercise).28 However, he went on, the question o f‘typ- 
ically feminine activities’ played a major role in both countries. Even if the 
Swedish questionnaire denied that these existed, Latour Dejean argued, 
it was interesting to see that swimming and folkloristic dancing, physi 
cal activities ‘that suited women very well’ (qui conviennent fort bicn aux 
femmes) were always mentioned. In Great Britain, typical women’s sports 
were field hockey, netball, gymnastics, rowing, squash and shooting.29 In

^C o le tte  Flesch one o f the most famous athletes in Luxembourg (fencing) and secretary 
general of the National Olympic Committee. Arthur Steil held a position in the state depart- 
ment of physical education. Unfortunately, no information could be found on Charles Henry 
de Latour De jean.

“6Comite de !’Education extrascolaire, “Methodes domination des groupes sportifs 
feminins. Stage ä organiser par le gouvernement du Luxembourg en juillet 1969. Projet de 
rapport de la lerc reunion du groupe d’etude preparatoire (Strasbourg 26 et 27 novembre), 
Strasbourg, S December 1968 | EES (68) Stage 47,3 prov.J," 2-3.

27Obviously, West Germany had not responded. Also, Inge Heuser, sport scientist from 
Wuppertal, who was supposed to be part of the preparatory group, never participated in 
person.

2^Comite de l’education extrascolaire, “Methodes d'animation de groupes sportifs 
feminins. Stage a organiser par le gouvernement du Luxembourg en juillet 1969. Projet 
de note de synthese et d'orientation pour le stage de Luxembourg etablie par M. C.H. de 
Latour Dejean, Strasbourg, 14 March 1969 |EES (69) Stage 47,6 j,1-2 ״.

2‘2Comite de !,education extrascolaire, “Methodes d'animation de groupes sportifs 
feminins. Stage ä organiser par le gouvernement du Luxembourg en juillet 1969. Projet



the following, he insisted upon his view that it was absolutely crucial to 
understand the ‘specificity’ of women’s sport. While mixed groups in gym 
nasties (when it was not too ‘brusque’ and only focused on muscle strength) 
and some sporting games (racket sports, sailing, skiing) could be discussed, 
he was rather skeptical about ‘proper sport.’ Supposedly, female and male 
gesture differed, the former tending more to ‘harmony’ than to the fight 
against a contestant. He did not want to establish an absolute separation 
between female and male sport, Latour Dejean said. But he was convinced 
that studies on femininity could shed light on the debates about how to 
best promote sport for women.30

Again, these lengthy quotations do not serve to expose the backward 
ness of his views to ridicule. Rather, it is very telling that, firstly, a man tried 
to explain the ‘specificity’ of women’s sport to a group of women, and sec 
ondly, his considerations went through at least partially unchallenged. In 
fact, the report of the second meeting of the preparatory group mentions 
that some changes were made to Latour Dejean’s text (unfortunately with 
out indicating which ones). But nevertheless, it was decided that it should 
be distributed as one of the basic documents for the upcoming workshop.31

The conference, held on July 1969, assembled more than 30 participants 
from 17 countries. While most of them were women sport officials or sei 
entists, the two main presentations were given by men (Charles-Henri de 
Latour Dejean and Cecrope Barili from Italy). Once again, we find impor 
tant elements that structured the contemporary discourse of women’s sport 
promotion, already carved out above. First of all, it was taken as a starting 
point that sporting activities that were open to all should not be con 
ceived under the perspective of competition and selection, but rather seen

de note de synthese et d’orientation pour le stage de Luxembourg etablie par M. C.H. de 
Latour Dejean, Strasbourg, 14 March 1969 [EES (69) Stage 47 ,61,” 4.

 Comite de !’education extrascolaire, “Methodes d’animation de groupes sportifs־’0
feminins. Stage ä organiser par le gouvernement du Luxembourg en juillet 1969. Projet 
de note de synthese et d’orientation pour le stage de Luxembourg etablie par M. C.H de 
Latour Dejean, Strasbourg, 14 March 1969 [EES (69) Stage 47,6],” 5.

31Comite de !’education extrascolaire, “Methodes d’animation de groupes sportifs 
feminins. Stage devant avoir lieu it Luxembourg du 6 au 12 juillet 1969. Rapport de la deux 
iernc reunion du Groupe d’etude preparatoire, Strasbourg, 24-25 mars 1969, Strasbourg, 8 
May 1969 [EES (69) Stage 47,8 def.],” I .



as a joyful game.32 The main reasons for taking up physical exercise were 
considered to be the ‘harmonious development of the body, the develop 
ment of creativity, contact with nature and social contact’.33 Therefore, 
a wide range of activities should be offered-—and again, from a gender 
point of view, the activities explicitly proposed are quite telling: swimming 
and mountain sports, gymnastics, open air exercises and dancing.34 Some 
sports—rugby, boxing and all sports that included punching (tout sport 
de percussion) were to be refused for ‘physiological reasons’.35 Concern 
ing the composition of the groups, it was stated that most of them could 
be mixed, except for those where ‘typically feminine activities’ were prac 
used.36 Otherwise, mixed groups were recommended especially in order 
to attract young women. Apparently, the assumption that women practised 
sport mostly to make social contacts mixed with the argument that young 
women could find a partner through sport: ‘To attract young women, it is 
important to bring in the advantage of mixed groups. In those cases where 
the physical activities themselves are not in mixed groups men and women 
could meet right after the physical activities to participate in other forms of 
leisure activities.’37 Promotional campaigns should be directed to different 
groups of women (for example housewives) and preferably be organized 
by women. Regarding infrastructure it was emphasized that child care had 
to be provided during exercise hours and, once again, that locker rooms

32Comite de l’education extrascolairc, “Methodes d’animation de groupes sportifs 
föminins. Stage organise par le gouvernement luxembourgeois du 6 au 12 juillet 1969. Projet 
de rapport, Strasbourg, 20 July 1969 [EES (69) Stage 47,12],” 2.

33Comite de !’education extrascolairc, “Methodes d’animation de groupes sportifs 
feminins. Stage organise par le gouvernement luxembourgeois du 6 au 12 juillet 1969. Projet 
de rapport, Strasbourg, 20 July 1969 [EES (69) Stage 47,12],” 5.

34Comite de l’education extrascolairc, “Methodes d’animation de groupes sportifs 
feminins. Stage organise par le gouvernement luxembourgeois du 6 au 12 juillet 1969. Projet 
de rapport, Strasbourg, 20 July 1969 [EES (69) Stage 47,12],” 5.

33Comite de l’education extrascolaire, “Methodes d’animation de groupes sportifs 
feminins. Stage organise par le gouvernement luxembourgeois du 6 au 12 juillet 1969. Projet 
de rapport, Strasbourg, 20 July 1969 [EES (69) Stage 47,12],” 12.

3*’Comite de l’education extrascolaire, “ Methodes d’animation de groupes sportifs 
feminins. Stage organise par le gouvernement luxembourgeois du 6 au 12 juillet 1969, Projet 
de rapport, Strasbourg, 20 July 1969 [EES (69) Stage 47,12],” 9.

37Comite de !’education extrascolaire, “Methodes d’animation de groupes sportifs 
feminins. Stage organise par le gouvernement luxembourgeois du 6 au 12 juillet 1969. Projet 
dc rapport, Strasbourg, 20 July 1969 [EES (69) Stage 47,12],” 16.



and sanitary facilities had to be clean.38 From the start, women should 
be involved in the planning of sport facilities to assure these fundamental 
prerequisites.39 Concerning finance, while in principle the self-financing of 
sport clubs was supported, it was demanded that public money should be 
apportioned in equal parts to men’s and women’s sport.40 Last but not 
least, the workshop called for a wider active participation of women within 
sport organizations—in the interest of the development of women’s sport, 
but also in order to prepare women to take over public responsibility on 
local and national levels.41

Having examined the ambitious, albeit ambiguous discussions and 
projects to promote physical activities for all women within the Council 
of Europe at the end of the 1960s, it is hard to discern their concrete 
effects on women’s sport policies in the 1970s, because for the most part, 
these were enacted on the national level of sport federations.42 On the level 
of European exchanges, however, the subject of promoting women’s sport 
disappeared for almost a decade. The reasons for this disappearance are 
hard to retrace, but institutional dynamics might have been a factor: Fhe 
sport bodies of the Council of Europe underwent major organizational 
changes in the middle of the 1970s. Also, a lot of effective work was put

3*,Comite de !’education extrascolaire, “Methodes d’animation de groupes sportits 
feminins. Stage organise par le gouverneincnt luxembonrgeois du 6 an 12 juillet 1969. Projet 
de rapport, Strasbourg, 20 July 1969 [EES (69) Stage 47,12 |,” 6-7.

39Comite de !’education extrascolaire, “Methodes d’animation de groupes sportits 
feminins. Stage organise par le gouvernemcnt luxembonrgeois du 6 au 12 juillet 1969. Projet 
de rapport, Strasbourg, 20 July 1969 [EES (69) Stage 47,121,” 7 and 12.

40Comite de !’education extrascolaire, “Methodes d’animation de groupes sportits 
feminins. Stage organist par le gouvernement luxembonrgeois du 6 au 12 juillet 1969. Projet 
de rapport, Strasbourg, 20 July 1969 [EES (69) Stage 47,12],” 7.

41 Comite de l’education extrascolaire, “Methodes d ’animation de groupes sportits 
feminins. Stage organise par le gouvernement luxembonrgeois du 6 au 12 juillet 1969. Projet 
de rapport, Strasbourg, 20 July 1969 [EES (69) Stage 47,121,” 20.

42For the case ofWest Germany, see for example: Petra Tzschoppe, “Sport für alle Sport 
und Sportpolitik von und für Frauen in Deutschland,” in Michael Krüger and Dieter hitting 
(eels.), Spurt fü r  alle. Idee und Wirklichkeit (Münster: Waxmann, 2017); Ursula Voigt (ed.), 
Mitmachen'. Mitdenken'. Mitlenken'. SO Jahre Frauen im Deutschen Sportbund (Frankfurt am 
Main, 2001). In 1975, the Committee for Women’s Sport (Hundesausschuss fü r  Frauensport) 
of the West German Sports Association, existing since 1951, organized a congress on the 
opportunities and hindrances in women’s sport, see: Ingrid Dorsch (ed.), Chancen und Flein 
nissefür Frauen int Sport. Kongress vom 10. bis 20. September 1075 in Had Uersfeld (Frankfurt 
am Main, 1976).



in the formulation of the European Sport for all charter. Thus, while the 
European Youth Sport Conference—a loose forum of exchange between 
the youth departments of the Western European national sport associa 
tions founded in 1971 —organized a seminar on ‘the participation of girls 
and women in sport organizations’ in 1977, attended by delegations from 
Austria, Denmark, Finland, Norway, Italy, the Netherlands, Great Britain, 
Sweden, Switzerland and West Germany,43 it was only at the end of the 
1970s that the topic was brought back on the agenda of the Council of 
Europe’s sport bodies. In fact, this demonstrates that in the case of Euro 
pean cooperation and exchange, there had to be countries (or persons) that 
took over the initiative to host and prepare events.

In 1978, it was the Irish State Minister Jim Tunney who proposed a 
motion calling for the greater involvement of women in sport on the occa 
sion of the Second Conference of European Ministers for Sport in Lon- 
don.44 As a result, Ireland was entrusted with the organization of a seminar 
on this topic, held front 30 September to 3 October 1980 in Dublin. In the 
retrospective of Inge Berndt, who was involved in the European network 
for Women Sport in the 1990s, the Dublin conference was both without 
any impact and without a high rate of female participation. Women, accord 
ing to Berndt, were ‘hardly represented’ at the conference and ‘could not 
promote their agenda’.45 While, again, the impact of the conference is hard 
to be measured, her second argument seems doubtful. In fact, 42 of the 58 
participants (including the Irish organizing committee) were women.46

A new feature that had not been so present in the discussions of 
the Stockholm and Luxembourg conferences at the end of the 1960s 
was the emphasis on the social construction of gender differences in

43See the conference report from Friederike Neuhöfer (ed.), Mitarbeit der Mädchen und 
Frauen in Sportorganisationen. Europa- Seminar, 17. -22. Juni 1977 in Oberwesel (Frankfurt 
am Main, 1977).

44Coming together for the first time in 1975, the Conferences of European Ministers 
Responsible for Sport were organized under the umbrella of the Council of Europe on a 
regular 2-3 year basis.

־4 Inge Berndt, “Frauen im Sport in Europa,” in Ursula Voigt (cd .),Mitwachen. Mitdenken. 
Mitlenken. 50 Jahre Frauen im Deutschen Sportbund (Frankfurt am Main, 2001), 61.

46Council of Europe, Seminar on the Greater Involvement of Women in Sport (Strasbourg, 
1982), 89-95.



sport, expressed most markedly in the presentations by the sport seien 
tists Dorothy V. Harris (Pennsylvania State University) and Elizabeth Ferris 
(London):

In summary, from the evidence presented in this paper, it can safely be said 
that there is nothing in the physiological make-up of women that need stand 
in the way of dieir participating in any sporting activity. Rather, it is social
pressures that have, to date, acted as barriers to full female participation in 

47sport.

Quite unambiguously, the discussions during this conference were influ 
enced by and embedded in the discourse o f ‘second-wave feminism’ of the 
1970s. While Christa Zipprich and Werner Silberstein from the university 
of Hannover (West Germany) confirmed that the differentiation between 
‘typically male’ and ‘typically female’ physical activities depended on a long 
history of ascriptions, they proposed to use these established patterns in 
order to change the value system of sport: ‘Finally, it should be said that 
the desired evolution cannot simply be that women will embrace tradi 
tional sport values such as performance, rivalry and competition. A reverse 
tendency is required. Why should the more expressive forms and ideals, 
traditionally described as ‘feminine’ not be the highly rated ones?’47 48 

Concerning the involvement of women in sport organization, an impor 
tant speech was given by Monique Berlioux, as the director of the Inter 
national Olympic Committee one of the few women in high positions in 
international sport at that time. At the beginning, she gave a devastating 
picture of the contemporary (1980) situation:

And today: International Olympic Committee: 83 men, no women. Interna 
tional Federations recognized by the IOC: Presidents: 26 men, no women, 
Secretaries General: 26 men, no women; Treasurers: 26 men, no women. 
National Federations: 99 per cent of key posts are open to men only. With 
three or four exceptions the remaining one per cent which are open to 
women, confer no real authority. National Olympic Committees: Presidents:

47Ferris, Elizabeth, “The Physiological Make-Up of Women and Its Effects on Their Par- 
ticipation in Sport,” in Council of Europe (ed.), Seminar on the Greater Involvement o f Women 
in Sport (Strasbourg, 1982), 62.
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147 men, no women. Secretaries General: 145 men, two women. Included 
in a figure of more than 500 vice presidents there are four women.49

Quite surprisingly, to explain these numbers her first argument placed the 
blame on women themselves, who ‘on more than one occasion | ...] have 
shield away at the last minute, evoking the demanding nature of their other 
activities.’50 Also she accused women in leading positions more in general 
that they often tried to ‘remove all other women from positions of respon- 
sibility,’ instead of helping them.51 Only after that, she pointed to the 
patriarchal functioning o f the sport organizations. Men had right from the 
outset ‘organized themselves in such a way as to ensure that they would 
enjoy a crushing majority on all committees and executive bodies. They 
fiercely defend their overwhelming numerical advantage and thus perpe 
träte their privileges whilst continuing to make unilateral decisions on all 
matters that concern women.’52 53 * Eventually, one important outcome of the 
Dublin conference in 1980 was the clear demand that women had to enter 
the centre of male power over the sport system.55 This demand, albeit in a 
‘modest’ form was included in the final declaration of the conference that 
was transmitted to the Comite Directeur pour Ic Devdoppement du Sport, 
the new sport body of the Council of Europe established in 1976, and 
the Conference of European Ministers Responsible for Sport. Therein, the 
participants recommended that:

49Monique Berlioux, “Women in the Promotion and Administration of Sport,” in Council 
o f Europe (ed.), Seminar on the Greater, 77.
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53See also the presentation of Dorothy Harris: “Women in Society and Their Participa- 
tion in Sport,” in Council o f Europe (ed.), Seminar on the Greater Involvement, 24: ‘Male 
dominance in sport organizations places the economic resources and the power of decision-
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national, regional and local authorities review their staffing policies, so far 
as sport is concerned, with a view to facilitating the employment in posts 
of executive responsibility of more women who are currently, or who have 
been, involved in sport so that policy may benefit front their experience at 
all levels. That, as a necessary short term measure, Governments should ask 
Governing Bodies of Sport to consider introducing special steps which would 
ensure the occupation, in accordance with their rules, by women of a number 
of decision making positions at local, national and international levels. That 
those in positions of responsibility should ensure that when decisions are 
taken which involve women in sport then women should be involved in 
those decisions.54

Indeed, shortly after the conference in Dublin, West Germany—just as 
an example—began to focus noticeably more on ways to include a higher 
number of women in leading positions within sport organizations.5 While 
it is not possible to prove a direct influence, it seems nonetheless evident 
that these endeavours shared the same discursive and temporal framework.

On the Western European level of the Council of Europe, however, 
the topic then disappeared again for another nine years. Though, a new 
organization made its first steps in furthering the European exchange on 
women’s sport promotion, namely the European Sport Conference, bring 
ing together leading European sport officials from East and West. Decided 
upon during the 1981 European Sport Conference in Warsaw, the Soviet 
Union organized a symposium on ‘sport for women’ in Moscow in Decent 
ber 1982 that was attended by 75 delegates from 17 countries. According 
to a report from one of the two female West German delegates, Ruth 
Brosche, the meeting was rather unproductive and mainly served the self 
presentation of the Soviet delegates.56 However, the symposium gave some 
advice to the next European Sport Conference and asked for an increase

54Council of Europe (ed.), Seminar on the Greater Involvement, 85.
55 See, for example, Use Bechthold (ed.), Arbeitshilfen fü r  die liihru ngstätigkeit von Frauen 

in Vereinen und Verbänden des Deutschen Sportbundes (Frankfurt am Main, 1983); Ursula 
Voigt (ed.), Quotierung -  ein Weg zu mehr Mitbestimmung fü r  Frauen? Arbeitstagungen des 
Rundesausschusses fü r  Frauensport des Deutschen Sportbundes am 15./16. November 1985 und 
am 22. März 1986 (Frankfurt am Main, 1986); Silvia Nitsclie (ed.), Mädchen und Frauen 
in unseren Vereinen und Verbänden. Multiplikatorenlehrgang, 8. -10. Mai 1987 in Bremen 
(Frankfurt am Main, 1987).

56Jennifer Parks, “Red Sport, Red Tape: The Olympic Games, the Soviet Sports Bureau 
cracy, and the Cold War, 1952-1980” (PhD diss., University o f Chapel Hill, 2009).



of women in leading positions, in sport science and refereeing, the estab־ 
lishment of a standing commission on women sport within the European 
Sport Conference, and the establishment of an information system on the 
problems of women sport in cooperation with the UNESCO, the ICSPE 
and the IOC.57

In the immediate aftermath during the 1980s, however, a more institu 
tionalized European network of women sport did not come to be. As we 
have seen thus far, the activities within the Council of Europe and, more 
recently, within the European Sport Conference were dependent on ini 
datives from member countries and individual persons. In the period from 
1966 to 1969 we can detect the establishment of a certain network around 
Inga Löwdin, Marry Duggan and Yvonne Surrel. But on the whole the 
activities functioned in a rather cyclical way. It was only at the beginning 
of the 1990s that a more constant collaboration was established. Although 
the promotion of women’s sport continued to constitute a large part of 
the agenda, the problem of the underrepresentation? of women in lead 
ing positions within the sport system should receive more attention than 
before.

F r o m  t h e  En d  o f  t h e  1980s t o  t h e  1990s: Re s t a r t i n g  
In i t i a t i v e s  W i t h i n  t h e  C o u n c i l  o f  Eu r o p e  

a n d  t h e  Eu r o p e a n  Sp o r t  C o n f e r e n c e

The first event that would—according to several women involved58—con- 
stitute the starting point for a new network of collaboration and exchange 
in Europe and beyond, was the conference ‘Women and Sport—Taking 
the Lead’ that was organized in September 1989 by the British Sports 
Council under the umbrella of the Council of Europe. Among the atten 
dants and speakers were central figures for the promotion of women sport

' '׳ Ruth Brosche, “Bericht über das Symposium ‘Sport für Frauen’ vom 14. -18.12.1982 
in Moskau,” in Archives of the DOSR, Frankfurt am Main, Folder “V. ESK Polen (Warschau) 
1981 /  VI. ESK Jugoslawien (Belgrad) 1983.”

Berndt, “Frauen im Sport,” 61; Talbot, “Playing with Patriarchy,” 281. See also 
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lobbied by activists and groups in recognition that aspects o f sports continued to discriminate 
against women, and thus in turn, against wider social gender equality and sex discrimination 
laws. The major stimulus for European women and sport advocacy was a Council of Europe 
seminar at Bisham Abbey, UK, in 1989.’



in the 1980s and 1990s, such as Anita White, Margaret Talbot, Elizabeth 
Dandy (UK), Kari Fasting (Norway) or Inge Berndt and Ursula Voigt 
(FRG). This time the focus lay explicitly on women’s position o f leader 
ship in sport, grounded on the observation that ‘even where participation 
is increasing, the influence of women in positions of leadership is declin- 
ing.’59 In her keynote address, Professor Kari Fasting from the Norwegian 
College of Physical Education set the tone for the discussions. For her, ask 
ing the question why there were so few female sport leaders was crucial and, 
indeed, ‘closely linked to the gender role system’ and the male dominated 
‘ideology of sport’.60 In order to change this situation and to ‘feminize 
sport,’61 it would not be enough ‘to have one or two female executive 
board members. The consequence is that women must invade the boards, 
they must have the same proportion as men or not less than 40-60 if they 
shall have some real influence.’62 From her point of view, a double strategy 
of quotas and laws and special educational programmes for women were 
necessary.62 This was seconded by the report of Marianne Soderberg from 
the Swedish Sport Federation who described her experiences from a 20 
year involvement in sport organizations. In the patriarchal and hierarchal 
structure of sport organizations, women were usually to be found on the 
lowest level of hierarchy or, if they worked on higher levels of the hieran 
chy, in subordinate positions to men.64 The resulting demand coincided 
with Kari Fasting’s—it was the structure that had to be changed, since ‘the 
existing structure forces women to adjust to fit in the hierarchy instead 
of changing the structure according to women’s needs and demands.’65

®9Elizabeth Dendy, “Introduction,” in Council o f Europe (cd.), Women and Sport— Taking 
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During the conference the national delegations defined concrete ‘national 
action strategies’ for the near future that should be regularly evaluated 
by a working group composed o f Margaret Talbot, Elizabeth Dendy, Anita 
White, Wendy Williams (UK), Marianne Soderberg (Sweden), Inge Berndt 
(FRG), Marjo Raivio (Finland), Kari Fasting (Norway) and Nicole Decha- 
vanne (France).66

On the European level, however, the participants of the conference 
agreed upon an advice from Iain Reddish, head of international affairs 
in the UK Sports Council, to lobby the national delegates to the Euro- 
pean Sport Conference that was to be held in Sofia two weeks later for 
the establishment of a working group on ‘women in leadership’.67 Even- 
tually, this proved to be successful. In October 1989, the working group 
‘The role of Women in Sport’ was set up and received the task ‘to study all 
measures in order to encourage women to become more actively involved 
in sport, including its administration, organization and leadership; to anal 
yse the contribution of science to the development of feminine sport; to 
bring forward recommendations to the next conference.’68 As participat- 
ing countries were listed Sweden (lead), Austria (did not participate), Den- 
mark, Finland, FRG, Greece, GDR (participated only at the first meeting), 
Romania (did not participate), the Netherlands, Norway, UK, Switzerland 
and the USSR. During the years 1990 and 1991, the working group met 
four times in Stockholm (one meeting scheduled for January 1991 had to 
be cancelled due to the GulfWar). At the 10th European Sport Conference 
in Oslo in June 1991, the group presented their recommendations, signed 
by Kristina Thuree (Sweden), Hanne Petersen (Denmark), Inge Berndt 
(FRG), Marjo Raivio (Finland), Alexander Kolokotronis, Rose Marie Nico 
lacopoulou (Greece), Marianne Conotte (Netherlands), Kiri Fasting (Nor- 
way), Margaret Talbot (UK), Marina Sanaya (USSR) and Heidi-Jacqueline 
Haussener (Switzerland). As we can see, four of the eleven signees (Fasting, 
Talbot, Raivio and Berndt) were already present at the 1989 conference 
at Bisham Abbey, a fact that indicates that, indeed, a new network was 
beginning to evolve.

66Council o f Europe (ed.), Women and Sport— Taking the Lead, 66-79.
67Iain Reddish, “Towards an International Strategy,” in Council of Europe (ed.), Women 
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In the foreword of its report, the group made clear that it had focused 
mainly on the first of its assigned tasks, namely ‘to bring forward recom 
mendations on how to increase the involvement of women in sport at all 
levels and in all functions and roles.’69 Quite similarly to the observation of 
the 1989 conference, they assumed that considering the male dominance 
over sport, it would be necessary, ‘[a Jt least for a certain period of time | —  ] 
to identify special strategies and programs of actions to increase women’s 
involvement.’70 In their following recommendations, many measures were 
listed, aimed both at the European Sport Conference itself and at national 
sport organizations.71 Most of the recommendations went in the direction 
of a (more) equal gender representation in delegations and committees 
and the inclusion of ‘women’s perspectives’ and ‘specific topics concerning 
women and sport’ in the programme of the ESC. The national sport orga 
nizations were asked to monitor their strategies to include women in lead 
ership positions and to raise awareness of equality issues among all of their 
members. Also, it was argued for further scientific research on women and 
sport. Of course, one could argue that these recommendations remained 
rather vague and non-binding. The chairwoman of the working group, 
Kristina Thuree, seemed fully aware of this. In her speech at the ESC, she 
stated that, clearly, there would occur ‘differences between the European 
countries when implementing these recommendations.’72 73 But the impor 
tant point, according to her, was that the problem as such and the necessity 
to take measures was agreed upon. In a way, this was confirmed by the fact 
that Margaret Talbot once again deemed it necessary to counter arguments 
against special policies to reach gender equality.7■’ Insofar, the acceptance 
of the recommendations and the prolongation of the working group under 
the lead of the United Kingdom could be seen as a success. The new task of 
the working group should now be to monitor the implementation of the

69European Sports Conference, X. European Sports Conference 1991. ‘The New Europe anil 
Future Sports Cooperation’. Report, Oslo 1991, 112.
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recommendations, to provide advice and support to national organizations 
and, in general, to facilitate networking.74

These tasks were wholeheartedly fulfilled during the next two years. 
From November 1991 to June 1993, the group met five times in different 
locations throughout Europe. Again, we can witness a high personal conti 
nuity, the members from Denmark (Petersen), Germany (Berndt), the UK 
(Talbot, White), The Netherlands (Connotte), Sweden (Thuree, Soder- 
berg) and Norway (Fasting) remaining the same. New members came from 
Switzerland, Poland, Romania and the Czech Republic. As was stated in 
the report, for many participants the meetings o f the group constituted the 
first experience of working in an international setting.75 While the working 
group can be seen as an important network in itself, it furthermore encour- 
aged their individual members to engage in networking on their own and 
make contacts with different organizations and individuals in their countries 
in order to promote the common cause.76 In addition, the group was quite 
productive in publishing: a ‘guide to employment practices in sport’ has 
been produced as well a ‘directory o f good practice on promoting women 
and sport’. Also, an international conference on women and sport, attended 
by delegates from 20 European countries had been organized under the 
lead of Marianne Connotte and the Netherlands Sports Confederation in 
January 1993.77 The main work o f the working group, however, consisted 
in evaluating the implementation o f its 1991 recommendations. In order 
to fulfil this task, the working group set up a questionnaire, asking for the 
current situation of women sport and women in sport, which was sent to 
the national sport organizations. The 23 responses were analysed under 
the lead of the Kari Fasting and with financial help from the Norwegian 
Sports Confederation.78 The outcome of the survey was rather depress 
ing: Out of the 23 responding countries, only eight had set up a working 
group on women and sport to formulate a national action plan, the central
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recommendation of the group’s Oslo report. Regarding female representa 
tion on higher administrative levels, only 18% of executive board members 
were women.79 But the picture of the ESC itself, which had adopted the 
recommendations in 1991, was not any more positive. O f the ten recom 
mendations that addressed the organization of the ESC itself, only one 
minor one had been completely fulfilled. Only two of fourteen nominated 
delegates to the executive committee had been women. For some people, 
the report criticized, ‘an exclusively male view is apparently acceptable, 
despite the Oslo recommendations.’80 The report concluded:

If there had not been a Working Group on Women and Sport, the contribu 
tion of women to ESC work would have been minimal. If this issue is to be 
addressed in the future, the ESC will need to ensure that targets are met by 
coopting an appropriate number of women [... ] onto committees or working 
groups to ensure gender balance. It is important that the 1993 ESC takes 
note of the difficulties and the lessons learned in trying to implement the 
1991 HS(; resolutions, and takes steps to ensure it is more successful in the 
1993/95 working period when it will not have a Women and Sport Working 
Group to remind it of its responsibilities.81

Apparently, the work of the group was appreciated and deemed highly 
important by the participants of the conference. The aims of the 1991 
report were reaffirmed and the group received the status of a free standing 
group under the name ‘European Women and Sport Group’ plus repre 
sentation in the executive committee of the ESC. The 1990s saw a fur 
ther increase in networking activities, the institutionalization of the group 
with biennial European conferences, and the involvement in the global 
ization of the issue: in 1994, the majority of the network was present at 
the Brighton conference on women and sport, the founding moment of 
the International Working Group on Women and Sport, organized by the 
British Sports Council under the lead of Anita White. But with this event, 
by some described as a ‘watershed’ in women’s sport policies,82 we leave

79European Sports Conference, XI. European Sports Conference, 126.
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our period of investigation. However, the fact that ‘[tjhe political envi 
ronment for women in sport had significantly changed’83 in the middle of 
the 1990s—for example, the IOC had formed a women and sport working 
group in 1995 and organized its first conference on the topic in 1996—can 
be attributed at least in part to the indefatigable networking and lobbying 
of the groups depicted above, notably the circle that had been established 
since the end of the 1980s.

C o n c l u d i n g  R e m a r k s

As we have tried to show in this article, the promotion of women in sport— 
both in the sense of active participation and administrative responsibility— 
was part of the agenda of European sport cooperation on the level of the 
Council of Europe and the European Sport Conference, albeit in a rather 
cyclical and discontinuous way. To a large degree, this was due to the fact 
that initiatives had to be taken by individual persons or member countries, 
and, quite often, after the organization of one or two workshops, the sup 
port dwindled. However, the initiatives taken within the realm of the two 
organizations were important in helping to establish women’s networks 
and in exchanging knowledge and policy ideas under the goal of enlarg 
ing women’s presence and influence in sport. The first agglomeration of 
activities has been detected at the end of the 1960s with the establishment 
of an informal network preparing a series of workshops including Inga 
Löwdin, Marry Duggan and Yvonne Surrel. As we have seen, the discus 
sions at that time mainly focused on achieving higher female participation 
rates in physical activity and sport. In defining ways to do so, very often 
stereotypes o f‘specific female’ needs and motivations together with the idea 
that women were attracted mainly by specific sports—for example dancing, 
gymnastics and so on—were reproduced. A decade later, when the topic 
was picked up again by another large conference in 1980, these assump 
tions played no longer a role. Rather, the social construction of gender 
differences was highlighted. It took another decade, however, to bring the 
subject of women’s role in sport really to the forefront. This time emphasis 
was more overtly put on the underrepresentation of women in leadership 
positions, with the patriarchal structure of the sport system as the main 
target. At the end of the 1980s and the beginning of the 1990s, a stable

8^Matthews. “Tensions,” 189.



and very active European network evolved around Margaret Talbot, Kari 
Fasting, Inge Berndt and others. Originating from an initiative within the 
Council of Europe, it found its organizational home in the European Sport 
Conference that secured its position as a working group, albeit without any 
material funding. During this time, it served as an important network of 
exchange and an actor for raising awareness among (the male dominated) 
sport organizations. Without impairing the efforts and achievements of 
the individuals engaged in the promotion o f gender equality on all levels of 
sport, though, the history of the promotion of women in sport cannot be 
written as a success story. As one of the protagonists criticized in 2002, it 
seems to be a ‘universal constant | ... | that sport lags behind all other areas 
of social or cultural life (even the church!), in awareness of, commitment 
to and effective implementation towards gender equity. Sport organiza 
tions remain “highly patriarchal, nationalistic, and confirming of existing 
hierarchies and inequalities” .’84 In other words, one could argue that the 
debates and demands of the 1980s and 1990s haven’t lost anything of their 
importance.
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